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Indian Eduaction That

Counts.
The Indian school at Chllorco baa
Jiiat graduated the largest class In lu
history, and some of its graduates and
many of Its other classes win help she
sugar beet raisers In the vicinity of
Rocky Ford, Col., during the vacation.
Over 150 of the young Indians are now
engaged In this work in that district,
and will remain there until the crop ia
all gathered. They will be back in the
school In the fall, ready to resume their

studies.

THE SPARROWS'
HOUSE
By vOSEPH BAUGHER
(Copyright, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
There was absolutely no reason why
we should move; we were living lu an
house In an excellent neighborhood. But Alice, my wife, thought
differently, and as she was bent upon
making a change,
consented on condition that she should do her own
1

house-huntin-

"Oh, James!" she cried, as she met
me one evening with a
lease
In her hand. "I've found such a charming little home, and In such a delightful location: it's so cultured and refined, you know. 1 am so glad on
Henry Jr. s account, for you know that
Henry Jr. is getting on."
The youth referred to had not turned
14 months.
"I leased the house from a Miss
Sparrow such a superior woman!"
continued my wife; "so much nicer,
don't you think, than renting trom
thosi" horrid agents who will never do
a thing for one without making a fuss
about it. Miss Sparrow says she
couldn't think of giving us so charming a little home, but her sister Amy
Is to be married next month, poor girl!
and she, Miss Sparrow, of course,
doesn't care to live alone."
I offered no objections, but suggested
that Bhe should write to her Uncle
Henry,
for whom Henry Jr. was
named, and request him to postpone
his visit until we were thoroughly settled In our new home. She Indignantly refused, saying that her uncle had
grown very irritable and suspicious of
late, and he might think we didn't
want him, and that she wasn't golns
to have Henry Jr.'s pro p?ctB ruined
by any such insane notions. My wife's
uncle, an asthmatic, wealthy old bachelor, was strongly prejudiced against
me, because his niece had married me
when he had hoped she would nurse
him In his declining years.
The Light of the first of the following mouth found us In our new home,
and excepting that a shower of prisms
fell from the parlor chandelier when I
lighted the gas, the evening had, so
far, passed off without incident.
My wife's uncle arrived In the worst
of humors; bis train, being three hours
late, didn't pull In until almost midnight. He drew back from me suspiciously when I offered to take his
valise, and glared at me savagely over
his glasses, thoroughly convinced, no
doubt, that to a conspiracy on my part
was due the accident to his train.
My wife, not a little hurt when her
effusive greeting met with a rebuff,
said she was sorry little Henry bad
gone to bed, for she would so like to
have her uncle Henry see his little
namesake. Whereupon he somewhat
gruffly inquired whether Henry Jr. had
any Intention of absconding before
morning.
Crestfallen, and worn out after a
hard day's work we went to bed, but I
had hardly closed my eyes when 1 felt
myself suddenly aroused.
"James," whispered my wife, in
trembling tones, "what is that noise?"
"Only water running next door," I
replied drowsily, and turned over to
sleep again.
"Water next door! Why, James, it's
In this very room. Listen!"
I got up and plainly heard the
sound, but couldn't locate it.
Hoping to find the source of the
noise, I ran a lighted wax taper along
the side of the wall; when I reached a
point about three feet from the window I found it as a volume of flame
belched forth almost to the opposite
iside of the room. I seized a pillow,
and called to my wife for a cork.
"Take It away for the love of
heaven!" I yelled, as she handed me
a cork, holding In her other luml a
bottle. "It's gasoline!"
She gave a piercing shriek, and
threw the bottle and cork out Into the
hall. After knocking over several
things in the medicine chest she gave
me a rubber stopper.
I drove
it
into the aperture of a gas pipe
from which the bracket had been
purloined by the Sparrows, and which
they had plugged with wax. The
In the meantime had caught fire,
and while 1 was trying to smother it
my wife screamed again, and this
awoke Henry Jr., who Joined In the
.melee; this brought down my wife's
uncle, whom we didn't see until I
lighted the gas, although he had announced himself by a sneeze.
Finally I got things quieted.
I
didn't notice until the next morning
bow badly I had been burned.
It was
after dawn when I was awakened.
"James! get up, quick!" called my
wife. "The room Is filled with smoke
the house it on Are!"
Almost suffocated, I Jumped out of
bed, threw open windows, and groped
my way to the kitchen stairs.
"Phyllis!" I yelled at the top of
my voice; "is there a Are down there?"
"No, sab," yelled back the cook;
"dar ain't no fiah; I wish dar war,
Drat de ole stobe!
but It's all smoke.
It won't draw. An' Mars Jeems, dar's
a man heah w lie go, an' be done turn
de walah off lu de alley, Kane he say
de walah rint ain't paid, an' how s
'lt hreakfus wifout no fi.ih an no
de good Lord, He only .know."
We huirledly dressed, while Henry
Jr., having awakened, entered into the
affair, and seemed to en- persisted In kicking his
the air and throw. ng off
We tied him fas; in
in ran down to the
9
found J'bylLs In
five-ye-

At fchllocco and many of the other
government schools the young Indians
get the right sort of education to fit
them for their new role In life. The
education is equally divided between
The
the books and the workshops.
boys and girls are taught all that la
Imparted In the ordinary grammar
schools of ihe country, and a little
more, In some cases. In addition the
boys are taught to make and repair
harness, to shoe horses, 10 build
bouses, to do farm work of various
sorts, to raise and care lor cattle, and
some of the rest of the things that
need to "o done in the average
In the west or east. The girls
are Instructed, by actual practice, in
cooking, baking, laundering, nursing
m vp ni: and other
work suitable to
their sex.
This Is the education that counts,
Bays the St. Louis
The Chllocco school was In practical
operation at the St. Louis world's fair,
and wat "ne of its most attractive fea
tures. It was visited by hundreds of
thousands of people during the seven
months of the fair. Admiration for its
system and for the intelligence and
good behavior of Its pupils was ex
pressed on every hand. Superintendent
S. M. McCowan, the head of the school
was here with it, and won .i.gh praise
for the thoroughness and practical
character of the work of his pupils
The United States government made
many mistakes In its dealings with the
Indians 'rt the old, days, but for the
peat quarter of a century it has been
on the right track. Chllocco, Carlisle,
Haskell and the rest of the great government schools are doing a good work
in training the young Indians of both
sexes to help to intelligently bear so
ciety s burdens.
com-mual- ty

Globe-Democra- t.

Chinese Students' Uniforms.
The establishment of government
schools In China, and the equipment
of students in uniforms is furnishing
Aca market for military clothing.
cording to the British consul at
60 of these schools have been
opened In that prefectorate alone. The
uniform consists of a coat and trousers
of foreign cut, with brass buttons and
peak caps, and shoes of foreign pattern. The material used is either
serge, union cloth or cotton tweed for
winter uniforms, and for summer
wear any light cotton cloth. In the
strictly military schools khaki is
worn. All the uniforms seen appear
to be of British cloth, but there Is a
rule, which Is evidently Ignored, that
only native material be used. Caps,
buttons and braid all come from Japan. The shoes are said to be of
Hongkong manufacture, but a very Inferior kind is made locally of native
leather. The cost of a uniform of cotton tweed, the cheapest, 1b only $3.00
currency)
Mexican ($1.80 American
made tc order; a set of buttons, five
in a set, costs 20 cents, and cap from
40 ccntB to 2.20; shoes from $1.10 to
Quality In every case la ex$2.20.
tremely poor. This uniform, the confashionable
sul adds. Is becoming
among the younger male generation In
that win of China, and every child
whose parents can afford the expense
t.
is now decked out as a miniature
Wu-cho- w

stu-uen-

"Mary. Mary, quite contrary,"
an Algerian, perhaps her garden
grows with silver bells and cockle
shells and sponges all in a row. The
cultivation of vegetable sponges is
About
making progress In Algeria.
it ten species of the plant are known
aud they are cultivated in Asia and
If

l?e

Africa, being extensive In t lie regions
Prior to mai's and Oran.
turity the fruit ia edible; wheo the
. ,
of ripeness, however, has been
ulp becomes separated
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Fine specimens
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"It are e.niy de smoke, Mlis Alice,'
explained the cook, draw.ng her sleeve
acres her eyes, while my wife,, the
pict ire of misery, was genuinely, crying.
"n here nre draughts nil over this
liotis.'," she said, thlverlng ;.s she drew
her shawl around her.
"Pir ain't no draughts In dls heah
ole .tobe. MIsb Alice, 'deed dar ain't.''
said Phyllis, fanning the grate with
her apron.
"Never rilnd the grate, Phylllr,"
said my wife, "but make a Ore at once
in the parlor.
The little precious
will take his death of cold."
And she went up to Henry Jr., leaving ine gazing dejectedly through a
broken window out on the
landscape of the Sparrows'
back yard.
fas brought bark to myself by, my
wife calling me to come up and
Henry Jr., who was Btrenuousiy
objecting to his bondage.
just as I
had freed him, there came from below
an awful crash.
"Bress mah soul!" walled Phyllis
from the parlor. "If de whole front
winder of de pariah Btobe aln t done
fall ;ut.'
lan down again, followed by my
wife with Henry In her arms.
"This Is the last struw," I muttered,
looking on our new parlor carpet,
ruined forever.
"Where are you .going. James?"
said n.y wife, bb I was getting Into
my rata coat.
"I'm going, my dear," I replied, "to
call, aB early as It is, upon that Sparrow of your3, and twist Its neck. '
"1 beg of you I implore you not to
go, James.
Miss Sparrow will attend
to everything, I am sure; besides, poor
Miss Amy is going to be married only
next month, and "
Before she had time to finish her
uncle entered and startled us with a
double sneeze.
"Oh. Uncle Henry!" cried my wife,
in great distress, "I knew you would
take cold last nlghf. You must let
me get you something. I'm sure you
muBt feel very bad;
will "
"You may make yourself easy on that
point, madam," ho broke In. "But before 1 leave this house of conspirators I
want to advise you to place that child
In an asylum where he will be properly cared for;
while you, madum,
rain-soake-

1

un-ro-

1
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"TAKH THE GOLD CURE!"
SHOUTED.

HE

should be confined In some sanitarium.
And as for you, sir," he shouted, shaking bis umbrella in my face, "take the
gold cure the pledge would do you
no good, you'd only break It. Take the
gold cure! the gold cure! the gold
cure!" He slammed the front door
after him, and shuffled down the street.
While conning these things, Phyllis
came in with her scuttle for a last
load. She told us she had found an oil
stove with enough oil in It to cook
breakfast. She hesitated as she added
that she had borrowed some water
from our neighbor next door, who remarked that we had begun the borrowing plan rather early for so short an
acquaintance. We commended oui
cook's enterprise' and told her to do
the best she could. And for the next,
ten minutes we heard her In terms
forcible, if not polite, pay her re
spects to the stove.
Breakfast was not a success. The
coffee was cold, and the chops were garnished with coal oil, the flavor
of
which lingered with me for hours.
Directly after breakfast I called on
the Sparrows, who, while making my
complaints, did nothing but flutter and
chirp. The elder bird said she couldn't
afford to spend a cent at that time on

repairs.

I notified her that we would vacate
the house within three days.
She fluttered and chirped excitedly
as they followed me to the door, and
I thought
heard the betrothed Sparrow say something about damages,
though It may have been nothing mora
than an Inoffensive twitter.
After calling on my old agent, I
turned my steps toward our "new
home," where I met the Btove man
who was, for the moment, leaving. He
told me that he had fixed the parlor stove, but could do nothing with
the kitchen range; that during the
summer months the sparrows must
have built their nests in the chimney.
I hadn't
I told him that
the slightest doubt about it.
My wife was anxiously awaiting my
return. I told her of my highly satisfactory visit to our old landlord.
"Poor Miss Amy!" moaned my wife.
"And, oh! you poor, disinherited, defrauded little darling," she added,
burying hci face In Henry Jr.'s neck.
On the evening of the third day following we were back In our old home.
1

Ist year
matches sold

there wore 39,211,000 o1
In Frauce, Lrlng'ug Into
that nation's treasury $'i,:21(i, 50, taklt
being a Mats monopoly.

HIS CLEVER

SCHEME

I ROOF OF FALSITY OF SATING
"HONOR AMONG THIEVES."

Partner in Large Business

Duped by

His Associate Into Buying Worthless Mine Case of the
Biter Bit.
"Honor among thieves!" a Wall
street broker snorted, contemptuously. "Of course, there Isn't any. And
K doesn't matter whether one is talking of common pickpockets or of
those sharp fellows that get their
money some other way.
"Let me tell you an instance I heard
of this afternoon. There are two
men who, while tbey are not partners,
have joint control of a large business.
One of them got mixed up In a mining
ompany out west somewhere.
"He put $20,000 Into it before he
f.mnd mit that It was no good. It
nearly made him Blck abed when he
knew the truth, but he didn't say a
word to his associate.
"On the contrary, he suddenly became absolutely
about his mining venture; so much so
that bis friend suspected that something was up. Pretty soon Jones,
we'll call him, the owner of the mining Btock, began to ask the stenographer to stay after hours so as to dictate letters to the manager of the
mine.
These letters he always Insisted upon mailing himself after they
had been copied In a private letter

book which he kept locked in his own
particular safe.
"Brown, his associate, noticed all
this and tried to pump the stenographer, but It did no good. One night
lie had to return to his office for some
paper that he had forgotten, and,
glancing around, saw Jones' private
letter book lying on the table.
"The temptation was too much for
him and he took a hurried glance
through It. He saw numberless
to the discovery of a bonanza,
untold millions In sight; got to keep
It quiet until everything was arranged
and ail the stock corralled, etc.
"That was enough for Brown. He
never said a word to Jones next day,
but quietly, very quietly, went to work
and started to buy all the stock in
Jones' mine that he could get hold
of. He found that one curb broker
was the only one that seemed to know
anything about it and that the stock
was firm at above par.
"Little by little he got the stock in
during the next four weeks. In all
tin.' time he went down to the office
at night just 24 times and found
Jones' letter book carelessly left out
Just twice.
"Jones' letters told the manager
that some one was trying to get control of the stock, accused him of bad
faith and so on. At any rate It confirmed Brown In the belief that he
was going to make a poi of money,
and he kept on buying mining stock
until he had about $50,000 planted.
"He was ueginning to get feverish,
but didn't dare ask his business associate anything about the property
One
for fear of exciting suspicion.
morning he got down to the office
late after a bad night of worry.
When be opened the door and said
good morning to Jones, Jones' face
was wreathed In smiles.
" 'What's up?' says Brown. 'You're
as chipper as a spring lamb.'
" 'Matter,' answers Jones, with a
gurgling laugh. 'You remember that
Mining and
Mixed Ale Consolidated
Smelting company that I told you
about putting some money into awhile
ago? Well, I thought I was bumped
good and hard on that deal, and JuBt
as I was about to write 'Finis: Good-!- .'
on the account In my private
ledger some sucker comes along and
little by little gets hold of all my
stock. I reluctantly parted with the
last share of it yesterday, and instead
qf being out $20,000 I am ahead just
$i0,000 on the deal. More power to
him, whoever he is! I wish him joy
with his Mixed Ale.'
" 'Why, isn't the property all right?'
" 'All right! Why, they put a shot
of dynamite in the pay streak awhile
ago and blew all trace of It Into kingdom come. About the only use (hat
the owner could make of the shaft
now would be to fall down it and
break his neck.'
"Brown turned pale. He swallowed
hard a few times, turned on his heel
without a word and entered his own
office and slammed the door. I don't
know what he said or thought when
he was alone, but you can imagine."

at Scarfpin.
artist who .painted a
portrait, of President Roosevelt
had
the privilege of spending several days
knocking around the White House to
get Borne mental notes of the presHe would
idents varying expressions.
sit here, there and yonder to watch
the head of the nation as he attended
to all aorta ot business. The portrait
Drew Line

A New York

had been finished, but uilvern
clsm rendered the artist's visit necessary. When he was about to leave
the executive mansion' to hasten to
New York to put his new Impressions
on the canvas the president shook Ins
finger at blm and saM very earnestly: "New, mind, no scarfpin!"
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Representative Williams Gives Some
Intereeting Historical Data Concerning Famous Ships.
In a recent convention Representative.
John Sharp Williams, of Mississippi,
gave mme Interesting historical incidents of warships which have borne
the name of that state.
"One of the ships engaged4 in the
blockade of the Mexican coast during
the Mexican war, under the command
of Cnpt. Connor," said Mr. Williams,
"was named the Mississippi.
She
was afterward under the spcelal command of Capt. Forest, with the fleet
that secured the neutrality of Yucatan
and c.ipturel the Mexican flotilln at
Tobasco.
It was the name of the
American battleship which flew Admiral Farragut's pennant when he
broke through the obstructions from
the mouth of the Mississippi to New
Orleans on the expedition which led
to the separation of the
from the
confederacy.
It was the name of a confederate
cruise.-- then being built for Admiral
Sommts, acd not yet quite completed,
which was taken by the federal forces
when they captured New Orleans, and
whicn, !f completed, might have taken
the place which the confederate cruiser
Alaoama subsequently took In the history of the naval affairs of the world.
It was the name of the battleship of
Admiral Perry when. In 1852, by the
wise exhibition of a 'big stick,' he procured from the old Japanese government the conditions under which
Japan, that rejuvenated giant of the
twentieth century, opened its ports
to the commerce of the United States,
and, as a result, to the commerce and
fellowship of the world. It may be
said, therefore, to have been. In a
way, the opening wedge whereby Mie
trunk of old prejudices and Chauvinistic isolation in Japan was split and
destroyed.
From Its guns, belched (he
seed which, when grown to fruitage,
has developed Into the present empire of Japan the most stupendous exhibition of the rebirth and rapid
growth to national manhood of a people, which the world has ever witnessed.
"It was upon the same ship, Mississippi, that Capt. Perry afterwards visited Halifax and Cape Breton, on account of the seizure of our fishing
by British cruisers. The result if
that visit was the reciprocity treaty
with Canada, in 1854. And last, but by
no means least, in my estimation, !t Is
the name of a state second in the
union to none a state whose great men
have Illustrated the virtue of American
citizenship on the bench, in the cabinet and In legislative halls; a state
whose men have Illustrated the virtues
and rreatness In
of
American soldiery on the field. May
the gcod ship Mississippi, when she is
commissioned, go forth in herself an
object lesson to the world of the excellence of American naval architecture, end In her crew and her officers
an object lesson of the fact that American intelligence and daring are all as
fully to be found now as in the most
,

heroic days of the republic!"

THE

AMERICAN

DRAMA.

Seeking Its Origin, One Must
Back, It Almost Seems, to the
American Circus.

Go

PE RU NA STRENGTHENS
THE ENTIRE SYSTEM.
Mr. Chas. L. Sauer, Grand Scribe,
Grand Encampment 1. O. O. F. of
Texas, and Assistant City Auditor,
writes from the City Hall. San Antonio,
Tex.:
"Nearly two years ago I accepted a
position us secretary and treasurer
with one of the leading dry goods
establishments of Galveston, Tex.
" The sudden change from a high and
dry altitude to sea level proved too
much for me and I became afflicted
with catarrh and cold in the head, and
general debility to such an extent as to
almost incapacitate me for attending
to my duties.
" I was induced to try neruna, and
after taking several botH'ts In small
doses I am pleased to say that I was
entirely restored to my normal condition and have ever since recommended
the use ot Peruna to my friends. "
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PEANUTS.

Delicacy Relished by All Animals-E-ven
the Hippopotamus Devours
Them with Pleasure.
"The penniit Is a delicacy relished by
all creatures," said a New York animal
lover. "I have come to this conclusion
after having offered It to every animal
In the Central Park zoo, and having it
refused by none.
"Oh, I know It Isn't allowed; but I'm
not one of those individuals who offer
animals indiscriminate numbers of
d
eggs, frankfurters, cheese
sandwiches and cigar stumps. It's for
that sort of nuisance the rule about
feeding Is made. A single peanut can't
ruin the digestion of a camel or of
any other creature, for that matter,
and I never visit the zoo without a
bag or two of those legumes to dishard-boile-

tribute.
"Yes, the camel is fond of them
very; and so are the peacocks.
The
hippopotamus obligingly opens bis
mouth to let me toss one In, ut the
mouth Is so large and the peanut so
small that I doubt if be can quite decide whether he likes It or not.
"The kangaroo pokes his funny,
horse-lik- e
head out to me, munches the
peanut with relish, and then begs for
more. The elephant, deer, ostrich, and
even the Hon, are all lovers of the pea-

No problem Is more fascinating to
the student ot Elizabethan drama than
the attempt to trace its splendid
achievement to its earliest sources.
The quest leads one back to primitive nut."
folk plays, to secular Improvisations
And He Needs No Schooling.
and meulaevai renderings of sacred
AH the paraphernalia of a civil enstory; and ah study of perfected types
gineer Isn't In It with the strong arm
shows clearly here and there tne determinate influence of these first at- of a young man when It comes to locating the girl's waist Hue.
tempts.
It is odd that no one has undertaken
It's almost as difficult for a woman
a similar Investigation of our Amerto keep a secret as it Is for her to see
ican drama, a species of art ho dispoint of a Joke.
tinctive from drama proper that we the
are not only justified In seeking, but
DOCTOR'S SHIFT.
are compelled to seek a partially different origin. The material drawn from
Now Gets Along Without It
Amerlci.n life, developed by American
tr.lent, and appealing to American auA physician says: "Until last fall
diences has peculiar characteristics I used to eat meat for my breakfast
pointing irresistibly, In conception, de- and suffered with indigestion until
velopment and execution, to our first the meat bad passed from the stomarils'.!? achievement, the American ach.
circus; and Inquiry as to origins takes
"Last fall 1 began the use of Grape-Nut- s
us back to our own shall I say medifor breakfast and very soon
aeval days? when Mr. P. T. Barnum found I could do without meat, for
was perfecting the entertainment that my body got all the nourishment
was to burst upon the eyes of an as- necessary from tho Grape-Nuland
tounded world.
since then I have not bad any indiThough we can hardly be said to gestion and am feeling better and
have evolve! new species, we have have increased In weight.
given such marked coloring to exist"Since finding the benefit I derived
ing types of comedy that we may fidr-l- y from Grape-Nut- s
I
have prescribed
claim theeredtt of creating new va- the food for all of my patients sufferg
soThe
local
color
play,
rieties.
the
ing from indigestion or
ciety play, the melodrama, the comic and also for those recovering from
opera, flourish as strictly national disease where I want a food easy to
productions upon our eoil, differentia take and certain to digest and which
being perhaps more firmly established will not overtax the stomach.
ia the case of the first two than of
"I always find the results I look
the others. In all, motif, plot, charac- for when I prescribe Grape-NutFor
terization, setting show unmistakably ethical reasons please omit my name."
the Influence of the great prototype al- Name given by mail by Postum Co.,
ready suggested.
Battle Creek, Mich.
Circles and circles of unrelated acThe reason for the wonderful
amount of nutriment, and the easy dition; swift galloping from one to
lest the audience should have time gestion of Grape-Nut- s
is not bard to
to think; the ruling out of cause and find.
In the first r'ace, the starchy part
effect, in order that something, no
matter what, may happen every mln- - ot the wheat and barley goes through
uu-dnot our plots betray their various processes of cooking, to perorigin in the planning of a circus day? fectly change the starch Into Dextrose
1
venture to affirm that In no other or Post Sugar, In which state It la
ready to be easily absorbed by the
country can legs wriggle so swiftl
blood. The parts In the wheat and
can the swinging and leaping of t
barley which Nature can make uae
trapeze performer go so alertly ai
of for rebuilding brain and nerve cenfirmly on.
would pit our contortions
ists and our
against ters are retained In this remarkable
food, and thus the human body is
those of all other lands. With equ
supplied with the powerful strength
firnincsi I assert thut In no oth
producers bo easily noticed after one
dram. i does action follow so bo swift,
each day for a
as In our own.
bo unconueetedly
ot 10 days.
From "The Point of View," lu SaH
"There's a reason."
Kt book, "The Read to
over-feedin-

s.
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f NAVAL BCftO

New York. Ensign Bagley, one of
the heroes of the sea fight of Cardenas harbor, is dead, the Spanish
war is history, but the other hero
of that conflict of shells with shells
and Americans with Spaniards and
smoke powder with smokeless powder
is still living, Capt. Frank H.
a native of Boston, the commander of the Hudson, the only hero
of the Spanish war who received a
gold medal from congress.
He was
Lieut. Newcomb six years ago, and
now he is Capt. Newcomb, the supervisor of anchorages ani the purchasing officer at the port of New York.
Some day the histories will refer
to the sea fight of Cardenas harbor
on the afternoon of May 11, 1898, as
a typical brave, rash exploit of the'
They will menAmerican seaman.
tion Bagley's name in sonorous paragraphs, Lieut. Bernadou's name in
other sonorous paragraphs, and they
also will tell of how Lieut. Newcomb,
commanding officer of the
cutter Hudson, a wooden boat, ran in
under destructive masked batteries,
threw a line to the disabled Wlnslow,
remained there In the zone of Are for
30 minutes, and finally brought away
the Spaniard's prize In triumph.
Then they will comment profusely
on this peculiarly American contempt
for shot and shell and they will hold
up to the constant attention of future generations the example of the
deeds of that afternoon. And in their
summary of the heroes of the war
they will mention the names of
New-com-

b,

to sneak out of their shelter at opportune moments and try to pick off
pausing
and
American
tugboats
launches.
If the gunboat advanced
spiritedly Into the zone of effective
marksmanship, demonstrating at once
the superiority of its individuals, the
Spanish
boats
So the
retreated.
Americans began to consider them rank
However, they did not folcowards.
low the Spaniards into the harbor,
they feared probable mines.

the air.

The battle of Cardenas took place
because three Spanish gunboats used

cheerily.

"Let her come!" yelled the hoy.
"It's getting too hot here for comfort."
Eventually the task was apparently completed.
started
The Hudson
ahead, her men looking back calmly
at the screaming town of Cardenas.
biuse
Thirty seconds later the
hawser
snapped. The Wlnslow swung around
Eager for Brave Deeds.
and her men flung another hawser on
On May 11 the gunboat Wilmington,
board the Wlnslow. Far rearward the
the torpedo boat Wlnslow and the
gunboat Hudson, a converted Wilmington was steaming to and fro,
retenue cutter, met outside the harbor firing shell after shell Into the town,
of Cardenas and decided to go inside acting after the manner of an infurianil do some damage.
were ated animal.
They
weary of the sallies of the Spanish
gu&boats. Then they were eager to Through Storm of Shells.
do brave things. This waterway to
The second hawser from the Hudh
conflict was broad and shallow, with son was a
one. They attwo jagged stretches of land close to tached it to the pilot house under a
the mouth, and outside a dotted rain of ammunition. Then the Hudformation of coral keys. Here and son began to move forward again.
keys, She continued to move forward, firing
there were other
as rapidly as the
with a channel running indefinitely her
among them. Beyond the wriggling men could load them.
gunThese
channel Cardenas lay in an angle of ners were swearing at their slowness
sloping hills, seven miles away.
and the commander kept urging tbem
The Wilmington, drawing 18 feet of to work harder. He strode up and
water In these shallows, proceeded to down the deck, dividing his attention
a location within 1,800 yards of the among these gunners and the Span-lard- s
His quarterwnter front; the Winslow, a lighter
and the hawser.
draught boat, went 300 yards farther. master walked beside him, praying unThe little Hudson impudently fol- consciously that the rope would not
They stood
lowed. Ahead of these two American part like its predecessor.
craft were the scudding Spanish gun- out boldly on the deck of the little
boats. They fled apparently from revenue cutter, entirely unmindful of
force of habit until they nestled some- the spat, spat, spat of the bullets and
where among the wharves of the city. the screaming of the shells.
It was absolutely necessary for the
Now the Wlnslow and the Hudson
pursuers.
were triumphant
They little Hudson to get the remains of
rushed pell mell into a zone of buoys. the Winslow and her dead out of the
Through the sultry air echoed and zone of fire. Half a dozen times the
reechoed a discharge of numerous Hudson was struck by shells, so that
five-Inc-

green-toppe-

Dewey, Schley, Sampson,
Hobson,
Funs-toNewcomb, Bagley, Roosevelt,
all these names and others they
will mention to the everlasting glory
of America in wartime.
Everybody
remembers
Newconb
when you revive his name in the public print. Before the war he was an
obscure revenue officer, so far as the guns.
great mass of citizens went. But, on
Every gun on the WInBlow Instantthe morning of May 12, 1898, the ex- ly replied, although the location of
cited readers of the exlpoits in Car- the Spanish batteries was a guessdenas harbor, the mourners, with the work place. The enemy used smokemother of Ensign Bagley, Democrats less powder; the American ships were
imperialists and draped with smoke. Then came anand Republicans,
the country
knew other discharge from the Spaniards
the name of Lieut. Frank H. Newfrom the shore, from visible warecomb.
houses, from the docks. The Americans knew that the gunboats were
so
hidden among certain wharves,
Dared Spaniards to Combat.
The affair in Cardenas harbor fol- they steamed ahead in defiance of the
lowed a Series of astonishing captures mines and the masked batteries. They
of Spanish ships of armed and un- penetrated the zone of the buoys until
armed merchant ships, and It also fol- they were only 800 yards from the
There was a continuous
lowed a series of daring attempts to gunboats.
The
engage the naval vessels of the Span- pyrotehcnlc display.
water
fights. around both boats constantly showed
ish government in
For whenever a Spanish gunboat or geysers.
Lieut. Nemcomb observed the concruiser showed herself in public, that
is to say, whenever she showed her dition of the Winslow and steamed
smokestacks and hull to an American toward her, still valiantly peppering
fighting ship, small or big, effectively everything Spanish within range. He
or crudely armed, she was promptly saw Bagley signal and hold aloft a
Some megaphone, and presently he heard
Invited to test her powers.
times thrtu challenges were ludicrous, the ensign yell:
Come and tow
"We are disabled!
for a converted small yacht would
openly advance on a large gunboat us off!"
At once the Hudson steamed withpossessed of ten times areater equipment, run up her flag proudly, fire in the uneven circle of water spouts.
and rush He approached until he was only 200
her barking
ahead and give every sign of wishing yards from the battered WInBlow.
to engage In mortal conflict for the The shells came thicker and thicker
eternal glory of one side or the other. and the Spaniards were shooting with
Once the Wins.The situation was frequently like the surprising accuracy.
street situation wherein a small boy low careened and belched forth a part
protrudes his head argumentatively of her body. Steam followed the asand defies a man to knock a chip ft sortment of missiles. On board the
or instance, three days Hudson Newcomb observed to his men
his shoulder.
before the conflict in Cardenas har- that the boiler of the Winslow was
bor the gunboat Wlnslow, with Lieut. evidently gone.
Near the pilot house he saw the sitand Ensign
Bernadou In command
Worth Bagley In the position of execu- ting figure of her commanding officer
with a huge bandage around one leg.
tive oflJcer, rushed toward three
Spanish gunboats Just out- He saw Bagley walk calmly up to
side of Cardenas, intent on sinking Bernadou, shake hands with him and
contemptuously toward the
every one of them. The Wlnslow the- wave
oretically was no match for three masked batteries and the Spanish
drew
The Hudson
still
larger craft, but the spirit of daring gunboats.
and of contempt for (he enemy was in farther Into lue rain of missiles.
n

out to Newcomb to heave a line. An
officer of the Hudson ran forward
with a line and bellowed:
"Don't miss it!"
Bagley laughed and waved his hand

she also began to resemble a derelict. But she kept steaming ahead
through the treacherous shoals, over
now
possible locations for mines,
scraping a coral reef, now dragging
the Winslow off an unseen shallow
place, but always belching forth flame
and smoke from her
and
always leaving the masked batteries
farther and farther behind, until at
last the nearest geyser was yards and

yards rearward.
And then the officers yelled to the
men on

E

Scripture; ir Russia.
It la raher remarkable that, notThe Heart Was Badly Affected When withstanding the disturbed oonditiona
or affairs in Russia last year, tha
the Patient Began Using Doan'e.
British and Foreign Blt3 society reMrs. Elizabeth Maxwell, of 415 West ports a banner year In the circulation
Fourth St., Olympla, Wash., says: "For of Scriptures, over 500,000 copies being
over three years I suffered with a distributed In European Russia, bedropsical condi- sides a vory large number In Siberia,
tion without beHis Experience.
ing awnre that
"Pa," said Willie, thoughtfully, "I
It was due to
kidney
trouble. think I know now what the minister
The early stages meant when he said 'It Is mora
were principally blessed to give than to receive.'
backache and "Yes? What was it?" "Castor oil."
bearing down
Mm.
Inslnw'n Hoothlnar Rjruu.
pain, but I went For rhlidren teethlnit, softens the irimm, reduce Its
allay pain, curea wind collu. flfsa bvtus.
f
along without
worrying much
Charity may cover a multitude of
until dropsy set sins, but a lot more will spring up.
in. My feet and ankles swelled up, my
hands puffed, and became so tense I
could hardly close them. I had great
difficulty In breathing, and my heart
would flutter with the least exertion. I
could not walk far without stopping
again and again to rest. Since using
four boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills the
bloating has gone down nnd the feelings of distress have disappeared."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
BLOATED

SAILORS

MEW FROM THE MIDDLE WEST
WELCOMED IN THE NAVY.

For Those Who Have a Fondness for
the Sec, Service on Uncle Sam's
Ships Offers Many Inducements.
For the past few years the navf
has been reqrultlng quite extensively
in the middle west.
From data obtained at the navy department, It appears that a superior
class of men are obtained from this
section.
A less number of recruits
are rejected for physical causes at the
final examination at the training stations, and the men show an unusual
degree of Intelligence
and aptitude
fod learning their new duties.
A
large number of mechanics are re
cruited from cities In the middle west,
but the greater proportion of boys
who enlist In this rating are sent to
a training station, where they are
given a thorough course of Instruction, fitting them for the duties of
the seaman branch. For a young man
with a fondness for the sea a fine
opportunity is open in the navy.
While the pay at the start for apprentice seaman Is Bmall only SIC per
month it must be borne in mind that
he Is paid this rate only while he Is
undergoing instructions and not actually performing any duty aboard
ship; then, too. his board, lodging and
medical attendance, and original outfit of uniform
are furnished him
gratis. His transportation from the
recruiting office to a training station
is paid for by the government, and
should he leave the service because
of pbysiual disqualifications, tie Is)
furnished with transportation to his
home. An ample opportunity for promotion is open to him. After master
ing the details of any particular
branch of the service, such as the
seaman branch, or any of the mechanical branches, he is eligible for
to petty officer, third class,
which pays $30 to $35 a month.
After reaching that rating, advance-Wen- t
to second class petty officer.
t
class petty officer and chief pet
ty officer depends entirely upon his
Own capabilities and conduct.
The
pay of a chief petty officer is $70 per
month, to which should be added free
mtions, lodging, medical care and
tospital treatment. If he be In need
rt it. There are extra allowances for
CTtain duties, such as service aboard
rvibmarines, for expertness in signal
ing, or as a gun pointer; reenlistWents, good conduct medals,
and
Tther things which bring the pay ol
chief petty officer with a permanent
Appointment to $75 or $85 per month,
dear of living expenses.
Further advancement is open to the
man of ability who studies and improves all his opportunities to warrant rank. This position pays from
rVJOO to $1,800 a year
and allow-cncand is a life position, with all
"The benefits of longevity pay and re
tirement that commissioned officers

Foster-Milbur-

WITH

DROPSY.

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

n

Oirl Horsebreeker.
Miss Wlnnonah Von Ohl
a New
Jersey girl 20 years old, is making
quite a reputation as a horsebreaker.
Five years ago, a slender slip of a
girl, Bhe went t South Dakota with
her mother, who had been sent thither
fOT a change of climate.
Miss Wlnnonah learned to ride bronchos out
there and on returning east she took
to training and breaking horses. In
which work she has been remarkably
successful.
She has never sustained
any injury while thus engaged.
To prevent that tired feeling on
Ironing day Use Defiance Sta-c- h
saves time saves labor saves- annoyance, will not stick to the Iron. Ths
big 1G OS. package for 10c, at your gro-

Food
Products

make picnics mora enjoyable by making
the preparations easier.
Easier to carry ; easier to serve ; and just
right (or eating as they come from the can.
Libby't cooks have first pick of the beat
meats obtainable and they know how
to cook them, as well as pack them.
11 you're not going to a picnic soon you
can make one tomorrow at your own table
by serving some sliced Luncheon Loaf.
It is a revelation in the blending of good
meat and good spices.
Bookkt free. "How to Mai s
Good Things to Eat." W ,os

Ltbby, McNeill

cer's.

tt Llbby,

Chicago

CASTORIA

W-s-

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
AVcgetable PrcparalionforAs

similating

the Food

andBegula

Bears the

ling the Stoinachs and Bowels of

Promotes DigestionCheerfur-nes- s
andRest.Contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral.

Signature

AW

of

Not Narcotic.

s.

fieceive.
It is not impossible to even attain
Commissioned rank in the navy. It
hard work and a great deal of
Ttudy, but the fact that every year
Since the passage of the act authorizing the commissioning of men from
the ranks, some candidates have
vassed the exanJnation, shows that
he goal is within the reach of any
'right, capable young man wno Is
villing to work for it. Once he is
'ommissioned an ensign, he Is on
fxactly the same footing as a grad-latof the naval academy, (fml is
ligible to promotion to the higher
anks, the same as the other metnbers
f bis
class, and should eas'ly be
Ible in the ordinary course to reach
:he grade of captain, if not evrti that
M' rear admiral, before his comi ulsory
retirement at 62 years of age The
Irst man to take advantage of the
provisions of this law was Litut. H.
B. Soule, U. S. N.
He was serving
as gunner in 1901, at the time of the
passage of the act, and passed a successful examination that yeur, receiving an appointment as ensign. Since
then he has been promoted to lieutenant, junior grade, then to lieutenant,
and is now nearly half way through
that grade. He entered the service
as apprentice, third class, at $9 per
month.

e

Winslow
board
the
and
learned of the death of Ensign Bag- ley and of four other deaths. So
great was the rage on the Hudson
that every member of her crew want
ed to have the boat turned around and
reenter the harbor and destroy every
Recognized the Speech.
visible object in Cardenas, including
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, whb
the three gunboats and the masked making a speech on the proposed Erie
battery and all the Spaniards there.
ship (anal and one of his attentive listeners was the new senator from
Given Deserved Honor.
Maryland, Mr. Whyte. It was noticed
Of course they were mentioned In that Senutor Whyte was unusually Inthe reportB of the conflict Particular terested, and when the Georgia senamention was made of the commander
tor had concluded the Murylander went
of the Hudson for his coolness and over to call upon him.
"Senator,
supreme disregard of apparently cer where did you get those figures you
tain destruction. Then President
submitted to the senate?" asked the
sent to congress this recom new Maryland senator. "I don't know
mendation:
exactly where they came from," Sena"I recommend that In recognition tor Bacon replied, "but my secretary
of the signal act of heroism of First dug tlit ni tip somewhere, and I am
Lieut. Frank H. Newcomb, United willing to vouch for them, (lr he Is
States revenue cutter service, above a very careful and painstaking felset forth, the thanks of congress be low." "I can vouch for thw.i, too,"
extended to him and to his officers answered Senator Whyte, "for I used
and men of the Hudson, and that a the er.nie figures in a speec'j on the
gold medal of honor be presented to subject when I was in the satiate beLieut. Newcomb and a silver medal fore." The speech Senator Whyte
of honor to each member of his crew
to was one delivered if. the senwho served with him at Cardenas."
In 1881.
ate
Both branches of congress united
in passing favorably on the recomNot So Short.
mendation nnd Lieut. Newcomb re"O! dear," sighed Mrs. GaU'sy, "I've
ceived a letter from the treasury de still got to plan my
bathinr suit. I
partment containing this expression
sugcould get some
wish
"Yours la the proud distinction of gestions "
being the only commissioned
officer
"I'll give you one," promptly
congress
of any service to whom
"Supposu you
husband.
Death,
of
In
Face
Jolted
awarded a gold medal for herolsir build theher
bottom of It a little closer
bagley rushed to the rail and cried during the war with Spain."
to
this year."
1
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
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Dainty, Crisp, Drossy

Summer
Skirts
are a delight to the refined woman everywhere. In order to get this result see
that the material is good, that it is cut in
the latest fashion and use

defiance
Starch
in the laundry. All three things are important, but the last is absolutely necessary. No matter how fine the material
or how daintily made, bad starch and
poor laundry work will spoil the effect
DEFIANCE
and ruin the clothes.
STARCH is pure, will not rot the clothes
nor cause them to crack. It sells at toe
a sixteen ounce package everywhere.
Other starches, much inferior, tell at ioc
for twelve ounce package. Insist on
getting DEFIANCE STARCH and be
sure of results.

Defiance Starch
Company,
Omaha, Nebraska.
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Red

NEW MEXICO.

RED RIVER,
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Date--

Man.

It In probable that most persons will
prefer to go through life with a whole
skin in spite of the reassuring comment of a Phlxlelphla ufgeon on a
recent operation In Rochester, Minn.,
that "It makes little difference If a
man does lose a few Inches of his Intestines.-'
There Is plenty of scientific authority on his side, remarks the

By A. E. WINSHIP.
Editor of the Journal of Education.

Fine work and original has been done by Edward MacDowell, and but for his sad mental and
physical collapse still greater would'hnve been accomplished.
The newly formed McDowell clu1) of
New York Is a tribute to the artist and to the
man; for MacDowell's was a personality to attract and hold.
It is oftener appreciation Is shown after a
man Is dead on:" gone, but Mr. MacDowell's form
means that for him all work Is over,
illness
of
his career as composer ended.
It Is doubly sad In that the musician la. so
far as years are concerned, Just In his prime. Edward Alexander McDowell was born In 1861 in
New York city. He had two seasons of study
abroad: In Paris three years; and in Germany,
Frankfort-oMain, two years. For three years he
taught at the Darmstadt conservatory. From
Darmstadt he changed to Wiesbaden, and next
took up residence in Boston.
On his return to America he became much interested In the Idea of a school of music distinctly American, letting himself
His best musical work was
loose from conservative Old World influences.
done here, most of It In the log studio on his farm In Petersburg, Kew Hampwas
poet
as
as
musician,
much
shire. MacDowell
and to interpret nature had
to live with nature. Among the most admirable of his compositions are
"Woodland Sketches," "To the Sea." "Forest Idylls." His compositions include concertas, sonatas, symphonies, songs a:: pianoforte pieces. His "Indian" Suite is constructed on themes taken from the music of the Sioux Indians. His work is representative of the modern romantic school in til United

si

HE world's progress is largely determined in crises. The
inertia of human nature makes necessary some intense public interest in order to readjust tendencies of thought and
action. A combination of recent circumstances has changed
New York Worlii. Prof. Elie Metchnl-kofthe relation of the home, the school and the court to the
of the Pasteur Institute, in Paris,
boy in Xevv England, and by no possibility can the condieven holds that civilized man would be
tions be placed back where they were six months ago.
better off if he should lose a little of
The question is not whether it spoiled the child to spare
his alimentary tract, which still retains the proportions be required when
the rod 3,000 years ago, but whether hereafter you will
in a navage state.
not spoil the child by swinging the rod. Solomon has
The vermiform appendix has been
been the idol of the rod master, but it is
centuries
for
30
found to be not only a superfluity but
theory made Soloa sr- rce of disease. The surgeons nowhere recorded that the
available which
in
by
statistics
Nor
are
there
model
morality.
profit
mon
a
seern to be the only class to
States.
It, vet few pel' sons with healthy vermiprove that the boys who are much whipped are good boys, nor that
form appendices arc so unselfish as thev grow good with whipping. All available data proves that in the
o effer to part with them.
home, the school and the jail those who indulge in severe and frequent
FEDERAL
In Los Angeles surgeons report with
pride that they have Just taken out a punishment establish vicious and criminal tndencies.
f,

spare-not-the-ro-

-i

d

man's heart, washed it, replaced it,
and promise
that he will recover.
Wunibers of men under Btress of cir-

;

its ancestors did.

Fear is out of date in dealing with Americans, odd or young. The

greater the risk in any physical or financial venture, the keener the

desire to undertake it. The rage for football is intensified by the
hazard of it. College presidents and parents who never played may cry
many eminent British writers. Includagainst its danger, but no fellow with mettle has been heard to
ing Dickens, have unbottled the vials out
whine
because he might get hurt or even killed. Prospect of physical
of (heir sarcasm at our expense. But
That is no longer a
either we have Improved or men ol pain is not a deterrent force in America
fairer judgment are expressing opin- mode of approach in reform. Even fear of the gallows has no effect
ions. Mr. Nabuco, the Brazilian min- when one purposes murder. Men and boys find keenest relish in doing
ister at Washington, has returned whatever represents the greatest risk.
to-da- y.

from an extended tour of the United
States, and, speaking of what he saw
said to a newspaper interviewer: "1
tried very hard indeed to find the
'west,' about which 1 had heard so
much, but I came to the conclusion
that it is a myth. There 1b no differ
ence between the people of your vari
ous Mates that I could perceive. The
one thing about Americans which must
impress visitors more than anything
eles is the absence of any
In this
lower strata In your society.
country there are no men and women
of the sort always referred to in Eu
rope as the 'people.' Men and women
here never admit that they are at the
foot of the social ladder, and if they
are there they don't look It; they appear tc be at the top. I looked in vain
for some place that would look provincial. In Europe, if one stops at a small
Man i.i. even on the principal lines of
travel, one may find himself in a place
where every essential of refined life Is
wanting; but in this country, where ali
is change and Interchange, railways,
electric light, telephones, lifts and all
modern improvements are everywhere.
This uniformity of your life from sea
to sea Is amazing."

A Chicago school of domestic science has recently turned out a group
of sweet girl graduates whose diplomas certify that they are able to keep
a bouse on ten dollars a week. While
this movement may not settle the
household problem, remarks the Minneapolis Journal, It Is gratifying that
it is being considered and that there
are young women who are making the
effort to restore the art of housekeep
ing in this country. Ten dollars a
week may not be the right figure but
it seems a safe starting point. No
man who cannot earn ten dollars a
weel; has much of a license to marry. And the man who can earn that
amount is entitled to know in advance that if be does marry he is not
being run up against a $20 wife.

Mr. and Mrs. u. S. Grant are
couple of Sac and Fox Indians residing on the reservation in Oklahoma.
Recently they visited some relatives
In Iowa, and while there some reporters tried to interview Mi. Grant. He
waa asked: "How do you think the
Indians of the territory will be affected by the new state of Oklahoma?"
FurWe like him," was his answer.
ther Mi. Grant wouldn't talk. It was
noticed that the wife of his bo?om
would be a good subject for a corset

Her conversational
demonstration.
powers were extremely limited.
"One hundred thousand acres of
wheat are going to ruin In Pratt county because we are unable to get
harvest hands," telegraphed a man in
Kansas the other day. Meanwhile the
rest of the world is having as much
trouble over the problem of the
as ever.
Race horses are in better demand
than ever before. So are other horses.
Automobiles are not such a stench In
ot farmers who raise oJ
the
as they were awhile ugo
s

n
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COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

St

Defiance Starch 1b the latest Inven
tion In that line and an improvement
on all other makes; It Is more economical, does better work, takes less
time. Get it from any grocer.
A wise man may

profit by ths ac

tions of a fool.

AVOIDED

She Was Told That an Operation Was
Inevitable. How She Escaped it.
When a physician tells a woman suf
fering with seriouB feminine trouble
that an operation is necessary, the very
thought 'of the knife and the operating
table strikes terror to her heart, and
our hospitals are full of women coming
for just such operations.

g.

3,

THE NEXT RULER. OF SERVIA

There are cases where an operation
but when one considers the great number of cases of
menacing- female troubles cured by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after physicians have advised
operations, no woman should submit to
one without first trying- the Vegetable
Compound and writing Mrs. Pinkham,
L.ynn, Mass., tor advice, wnicn is iree.
Minn Winnvt Merltlev. of 27ri Third
Street, Milwaukee, Wis., writes:
is the only resource,

Austria-Hungar-

I

11

to-da-

in IJwttre

Foreigners, in their Ignorance of the
so often mistake the sultan's trades for tirades. Albany
language,

e

to-da-

Itttlimfcable

iron.

EXPERIENCEOFMISS MERKLEY

Dr. Harris' successor, Elmer Ellsworth Blown,
Is quite a young man. 45 years of age. Since 1898
Dr. Brown has been at the head of the department of the theory and practice of education at
the I'niverslty of California.
Since his graduation from the Illinois State
Normal university in 1881, he has been much interested in educational matters both in this country and abroad. Dr. Brown has haC very careful
training in the profession of teaching and today
it Is a profession
and has contributed no little to
lilera-urdealing with the art of teaching.
Upon graduation from the normal school he
gathered practical experience in the public schools
at Belvldere, Illinois, and later served as assistant
state secretary of the Y. M. C. A. in Illinois. Then
he studied for awhile at the University of Michigan, this study followed by work at the German
universities. He received the degree of Ph. D.
from the University of
From 1890 91 Mr. Brown served aB principal
of a high school at Jackson, Michigan, leaving this position to take that of assistant acting professor of the science and art of teaching at the University of
California, 1892-and the following year enjoying a full professorship.
In Edition to various addresses and articles in reviews, Dr. Brown Is
Making
of
of Our Middle Schools" and "Origin of American State
author
"The
Universities." In the University of California studies he wrote Notes on
Children's Drawings; prepared for the Paris exposition, one is a series of monographs on education in the United States, a paper entitled Secondary Education. He was member of the international congress of arts and sciences at
the St. Louis exposition, last year became president of the National Council
of Education.

Servla appears pretty tired of "'ling Peter and
Nt bad boy is made good by bring terrorized. A fellow who will
not very enthusiastic as a nation about King
hesitate to do or dare anvthing simplv from fear of the physical con
Peter's sons. The country doubtless will not put
them out of the way by assassination, for It has
sequences would be regarded as a "sissy," and a boy prefers to be a
learned the world does not approve of that method
wounded lion than a living "sissy."
of change of monarchs the world still turning a
cold shoulder to the little country tucked in there
y
must approach him from the
Anv appeal to a boy of spirit
by
Roumanla, Bulgaria, Turkey
and Montenegro.
standpoint of doing things that are heroic. Judge Lindsey's greatest
Peter's oldest son. Crown Prince George. Is
hold of the bad boys of Denver is that he always has them do somenot a very pleasant youth. He is reported as un
fortunate possessor of a most ungovernable tern
thing that they are not expected to be trusted to do. When he sends
per. If the stories be true it would seem be Is
a bov to the reformatory, 200 miles away, alone, after he has dodged
not fit to attempt governing anybody until he
as
die
soon
as
would
that
ten
days,
boy
for
police
considerably more about controlling him
not
defied
the
learns
and
self, in this day and age a prince may not vith
to show up there. When the judge let every boy in the state industrial
ImpuDity shoot at his tuter when the tutor enters
the school room to begin the day's work, may not
school go to Denver for a day when the G. A. R. had possession of
strike an officer with a whip simply because the
the city, every boy was determined that not only he but every other felofficer conveys a piece of unwelcome news. And
a youth of 18 so foolish as to try to batter dowu
low should return on time and in good condition. There was more
bicycle
gate
is of a degree of foolishness calling for general
a
locked iron
with
in
city
in
in
a
a
great
crowd
oneself
than
anything
in
behaving
heroism
contempt.
The crown prince recently distressed father and governors by a show of
else that presented itself. Trusting, not thrashing, makes a bad boy
fondness for the society of a gay actress, and the affair went so far the gay
eood. when the trusting represents an appeal to heroic conduct. actress
was Informed the air of Belgrade certainly would Impair her healtfe if
she were to remain. She gracefully withdrew, to Vienna. The prince pie
Whipping will not make a bad boy good
clpltately followed, but was Anally brought back by court officials.
but it may make a
in America
MontenegronB and Servians are really the same people, and there Is
probability that the second son of the Prince of Montenegro may be asked to
good boy bad.

Paris like Athena
of old, "ever seeking
some new thing" is
agitating itself over a

With a smooth iron and Defhn-- e
Starch, you can launder your shirt
waist Juat as well at home as the.
steam laundry can; It will have the
proper stiffness and finish, there will
be less wear and tear of the gonds,
and It will be a positive pleasure to
use a Starch that does not stick to thei

OPERATION
I

The idea that punishment is reformatory is as much out of date as
blood letting. No sane man now breaks a colt he trains it. No great
cumstances and without mortal Incon- express company or other establishment that has many and valuable
venience have parted with a lobe ol
horses will allow any employe to strike or speak harshly to a horse.
the lungs or liver or brains, to tha
with more than 3.000 horses dismisses without cereimmense gratification of the surgeon?, One company
shows violence or excitement toward a horse. A
who
but no one does it voluntarily or pure- mony any one
ly out of a desire of
u.an would be adjudged insane who should claim that thrashing a colt
Man is perverse enough to want to re- made a good horse.
main as he is and to put off surgical
The making of a bad boy good is a great proposition. It is never
Improvements as a forlorn hope. It
by suppression or subjugation, by fettering or hamperaccomplished
many
parts
may be that there are too
of him for present needs, but the com- ing. The bad boy's purpose must be changed, his desires, aspirations,
ing race will have to outgrow them as tastes, must face earnestness and purpose, lucre must be relish for
best It can or put up with them, as better things.
Uniformity of American Life.
The crudities of American life havt
been iruitful topics for foreign critics
froia the earliest colonial times, and

COMPOSER. HONORED

Little Girl's Desire.
Mabel had always worn high topped'
shoes, much to hr own dissatisfaction.
and one day while admiring her moth"Mamma,
er's slippers she said:
can't I have a pair of
shoes next summer?"

become' ruler of Servla. For various reasons Prince Mlrko would not be
bad choice. The two dynasties, Karageorgevlc and Obrenovlc, are united In
this prince, he might easily prove u candidate agreeable to both factions of
the country. His wife, who is a strikingly beautiful woman, belongs to the
of Peter, his sister, now
.Obrenovlc family. Prince Mlrko is brother-in-ladead, was wife of Servia's present king.

most

extraordinary
COMMANDER-IN-CHIE- F
OF GERMAN NAVY
in
controversy
the
The kalsers's only surviving brother has been
newspapers. It is the
appointed commander-in-chie- f
of the German
By ARTHUR BENINGTON.
old antagonism of scinavy, succeeding Admiral Edward
von Knorr
Henry
is
known
of
Prince
Prussia
far and wide
religion,
ence and
but
as the sailor prince, and now stands at the head of
this time it is religion
the navy of the German empire.
A "Jolly tar" Is the conventional phrase, all
turning the tables on science and charging it with asking the world
men supposedly good fellows. It apto believe the "unthinkable."
pears Prince Henry of Prussia is no excetlon to the
we
rule
all
remember how often on his recent
It began when an eminent, man of science published an article
visit to America he was assured of being a good
stating that he rejected Christianity because many of its articles of
fellow, a Jolly good fellow. In his own country
the prince goes by this name, is accounted pleas
faith were, in the light of modern science, "unthinkable." and citing
ant and Jovial.
the
Trinity,
of
transubstantiation, the
They say a sailor's life is apt to take the non
as examples of doctrines
sense out of a man, and that both King Haakon
resurrection of the dead, etc. To this a famous writer replied by
Norway
and Prince Henry of Prussia, two royal
of
sailors, are democratic and simple in their tastes
avking: "Are the most recent discoveries and theories of modern
would give indication that certain virtues lies in
science anv easier to' understand or to believe than those of religion?"
a sailor's training. The German prince is said to
have a great dislike for court life.
He called attention to the words of certain modern mathematicians
does not necessarily mean he is nothing of a courtler.or dlplo
at an example. One of these writes gravely on the properties of bod- mat. ButOn that
his visit here the prince won everybody by his charm of manner,
gallant sailor, Prince Henry.
ies having more than three dimensions. Euclid, the founder of modern mathematics, propounded as an axiom that nothing can have
more than three dimensions length, breadth and thickness. A line
SENATOR. SPOONER. OF WISCONSIN
bus length, but neither breadth nor thickness a plane surface has
length and breadth, but 110 thickness; a solid has length, breadth
One hears more often, does one not, of the
western men In congress than of the gentlemen
breadth and thickness. But this modem man of science discusses
from the effete east? Perhaps It is but part o
objects which may have length, breadth, thickness and some other
vaunting westenilsm to make the statement, but
such is the superficial impression.
dimensions, or several other dimensions, for he asserts that it is as
It may be western energy accounts for ths
easy for it to have an infinhe number as only four. Another great
prominence, it may be the gentlemen from tha
east are conservative. However, let us not go
mathematician is writing solemnly of infinite spaces inclosed in other
luto this further, let us take a glance at one man
infinite spaces ; yet another treats of the possibility of drawing an
whose name is well to the fore In congressional
line,
straight
a
through
proceedings, Senator Spooner.
given
a
to
lines
parallel
of
Infinite number
Senator Spooner hails, as we all know, from
his
own
beautifully
satisfaction
to
proves
another
still
while
ooint,
Wisconsin, is a product of that generous portion
of our country more or less vaxuely described by
that it is impossible to draw a line parallel to another line.
the tern. Middle West. John Colt Spooner waa
"Modern science," in whose name certain men reject the docborn In Indiana, when he was a youth of 16 his
H
home was established at Madison, Wisconsin.
trines of Christianity as "unthinkable," has no hesitation in asking
enjoyed the advantages of the State university
the world to believe such seemingly "unthinkable" propositions ad
situated In tlutt town, Is a graudate of the Unl
versily of Wisconsin, class of '64.
those mentioned, to say nothing of the marvels of wireless telegraphy
But the stressful period of the civil war did
equally
were
"unthinkable."
ago,
few
years
which,
a
and radium,
not find Mr. Soooner entirely absorbed in academic work; he served as
private in company A, Fortieth Wisconsin infantry volunteers; and rose to
The controversy rages' back and forth, the men of science standcaiitaln and brevet mulor in the Fiftieth Wisconsin infantry.
ing bravely to their guns and the men of tfaith laughing in their
Mr. Spooner was admitted to the bar in 1867, occupied the position from
(if uhsistunt attorney general of
Isconsln. ror many jears he prac
sleeves at the contortions of their learned antagonists, while the genticed law at Hudson, that state. Early in the 70's be was a member of the
it
such
as
has
not sad state assembly, was elected to the Untied States senate in 1885. Mr. Spooue
eral public is getting some tv.ental gymnastics

Dear Mrs. Pinkham;
Loss of streneth. extreme nervousness.
hooting pains through the pelvic organs,
bearing down pains and cramps compelled
me to seek medical advioe. The doctor, after
making an examination, said I hail a female
trouole and ulceration and advised an operation. To this I strongly objected and decided
to try Lvdia E . Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The ulceration quickly healed, all
the bad symptoms disappeared and I am
once more strong, vigorous and well."
Female troubles are steadily on the
increase among women. If the monthly periods are very painful, or too frequent and excessive if you have pain
or swelling low down in the left side,
bearing-dowpains, don t neglect yourself : try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
'
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was reelected to the senate In 1897, and has continued member of that august
j.Mly since. His present term expires In 1909.
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For Preserving, Purifying
and Beautifying toe Skin,
Scalp, Hair, and Hands.
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Sensible Military Change.
The French army ha Juat given up
the drum. That waa a sacrifice from
the standpoint of sentiment, but whnt
really Rood purpose did It serve? It Is
an nwkward thing to transport anil
easily broken. It does not produce
music nnd soldiers can keep step without Its assistance. It Is only within the
lat fow years that the suicidal foollah-nes- s
of wearing bright uniforms In actual warfare was rpcognlzed. The folly
of thlR was borne In upon England during the Boer war. The men of the
Transvaal were fine
marlinmen and they put many of the
most lordly mansions of Britain in
mourning. There remains still another
e

military Incumbrance

useless

the

officer r sword. It Interferes with his
movements and Is no longer of use In
fighting. Cleveland Leader.

OFFICE APPROPRIATIONS
ARE CONSTANTLY GROWING.

POST

When Senator Penrose, chairman Of
on post offices
and post roads, predicted that the
post office appropriation bill would
lu time the senatorial life of men
then In the senate, he put It reach
the enormous proportions of $600,000,-00g year, he startled some of those
who heard him, while others did not
tttke him seriously. When the United States government was 100 years
old, when It entered upon its second
century of Its present existence, when

ths senate committee

dicts that the

po'b, office

department

will cost a billion dollars every two
years, Just what the total expense of
the government was less than 20
years ago. The present appropriation
KiAKH.
ASIA
Will not make you nerTnu. Ana jour riaal.r or Th
bill of nearly $200,000,000 no doubt
M. Hymau Cliiar Co., 810 17th street, Denver.
encourages the belief that the approIt has been ald that the packing priations are to be rapidly Increased
TicuseH ji r everything but the squeal
the next few years. Already
nthelr business. 'Aiitl now they seem within
it it predicted that the rural free detn be uplng the squeal.
livery service will cost $50,000,000 a
year, and, of course, other services
will Increase
in proportion.
The
prophecy of Penrose might also be
realized If the movement for a telegraph system owned and operated by
the government should be adopte,).
Tho movement In that direction Is
Pot a ihort time only Blow, but It may come. We own a cawe offer this saddle,
double ble to Alaska, and are going to own
atsH
horn.
cinches,
in. u another to Panama, Cuba and Porto
skirts.
stirrup leather, steel Rico.
If we own sea telegraphs why
leather - covered
warranted In ev not land telegraphs, which
are so
ery respect, and equal
If we should
to saddles sold for 140 much more useful?
everywhere. Catalogue gdopt such a system we would find it
free.
The Fred Mueller very expensive at first, the buildllng
Saddle HarnessCo. of the lines and Installation of the
who have looked
l.urlmor St.. service, but thos
Denver, Colo.
into the matter are convinced that it
will be
and that the
HEIVAIH8 ot every Known make
sVTfWP
W I U L ojj gtove, furnace or range. Ceo. A. people will get a service which will
725,
l'ullen 331 Lawrence, Denver. I'lione
be less expensive than what Is now
THK
j. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES paid by the people to the telegraph
1AMOIS
companies.
Then there Is the parcels
ihem. Take no
Ak your deal
post proposition, meaning that the
! 1KK
DAILY
T
10.00
ICCHTC
packAptrllo
for terms. government shall carry small
Writ
mUIim our trnes.
I ti tenia' ltinal NarftwYsM, Di'ini-rages by mall at a very small
cost.
tlo.
That would mean another additional
olttfeall
BROWN PALACE HOTEL
expense to be added to the post office
European I'luti, SI. AO and Vtmaril.
appropriation bill. The prophetic soul
Two of Penrose may have seen the future
AMCDIPAU UnilCC DKNVER.
union
lurks
from
HUUJL
niiiLiiiunn
better than we can guess when he
depot
best $ per day hotel In the
n
V st.
predicted
dollar post office
rirnn plan.
bills. There are certainly possibiliBeties, and the country is growing.
Is a tendency toward lavDenver. One block from Union Depot. sides there
ish expenditures by the general govC. H. MORSE, Mgr.
Fireproof.
ernment. Many people seem to think
j MII.M', IHM., (All l.r. K that this great, rich, prosperous counI
Hit h I.N I KM K
L...
k- -.
I in any length.
Send fc
try ought not to stop at small things,
-Derm
of cuts.
fl rataloK
iwi-'- i
that it ought not to be penurious, and
Fence
hew
rl
r
'..
T&nm -- !
15th St.. Denver. Colo.
parsimony should have no place In its
management. With all the prospecE. E. BURLINGAME & CO., tive expenditures for the postal service we may reach the figures of SenASSAY OFFICE ND LABORATORY ator Penrose in a score
of years.
1

JDenver Directory

$40 Saddle for

$28 co.d.
wool-line- d

stlr-nin-
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half-billio-

Oxford Hotel

It

great saving
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Genuine Syrup of Figs
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order to
buy the genuine article and to get its beneficial effects, one has
only to note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company-Califo- rnia
Fig Syrup Co. plainly printed on the front of every
package. Price, 50c. per bottle. One size only.

ink."

Mr. Reynolds uses a bottle of fountain pen Ink a day the year round.
Last summer when the temperature
was 100 under one of the treasury department electric fans, and Mr. Reynolds was simply delighted with the
ball game article the Washlngtons
Rest ir. Billville.
were putting up, and work was get"Bill," said the man In the ox cart
ting slack, 12,000 Indian warrants
came In. They had to be signed. The to the Billville postmaster, "ain't you
other assistant secretaries were on goin' to open the office
"No, 1 ain't; what do you take me
their vacations, and "Jimmy" signed
them, the whole 12,000. He lost 21 fer?"
"The postmaster."
pounds and soured his disposition.
"No, you don't. You take me fer one
O'

WANTED

TO FIND OUT.

Statesman Had Doubts as to Whether
Senator Riddleberger Was Able
to Agree with Himself.

Senator Blackburn tells a story of
the days when Riddleberger was a
senato- - from Virginia, which recalls
the late Senator Harris, of Tennessee. All these senators were then members ot the committee on the District
of Columbia, and there was a franchise bill of some kind pending, over
which there was some contention. It
Established in Cotorado,1866. Samples by mail or
was referred to a subcommittee, of
einresi will receive prompt and careful attention
Clippings Came Too Rapidly.
which Riddleberger,
Silver Bullion ""SXffftfiMgr
Bold
Harris and two
It Is not often that an American other
senators were members. There
Concentration Tests politician gets sick of seeing his name were two
reports, Riddleberger makLawrence St.. Denver, Colo.
in print. Yet Senator Albert J.
ing 'he minority report.
of Indiana, got more clippings
The bill was referred
to another
a few days ago with his name in them committee,
Riddleberger
than he cared to see. This is the way reappointed, with two being the man
different senaThe day the senator
it happened:
tors, and again he made u minority
Introduced his meat inspection bill he
When the question came up
telegraphed an order to one of the report.
New York press clipping bureaus to as to what should be done with the
bill Senator Harris said. In his presend to him all clippings on the
meat bill. Every paper in the cise and emphatic manner:
"Mr. Chairman,
move that this
country printed something about the
packers and the Beveridge bill. The bill be again referred to a subcomfirst day following his order Beveridge mittee, and that the subcommittee
of the senator from Virreceived several thousand clippings shall consist
I make this suggestion
In orand an enormous bill. The next day ginia.10
ascertain If the senator from
the clippings and the bill were tre- der
agree with himself."
bled. The third day brought Senator Virginia can
Beverldge's finish and gasping over
Where He Drew the Line.
the amount of his Indebtedness to the
Congressman Stanley, of Kentucky,
man with the shears be telegraphed
"Cancel my order; have was clscusslng a certain measure
as follows:
Colorado House Tent.
when Mr. Gardner, of Michigan, InCOLOHAUO TKNT AND AWNINQ CO, bad enough."
terrupted with the remark: "The genl ttrgeft
canvaa goods house In the
West. Write for illustrated catalog.
tleman from Kentucky reflects on the
Down
Brought
the
House.
Lawrence
S.
Prae.
uutaball.
Root.
lltl
Bt., Tenver, Colo.
John Wesley Gaines, of Tennessee, appropriations committee." The man
got the greatest ovation of his career from tbe blue gStss state replied with
the other day. The fact that It was an air of profound courtesy: "The
Ironical did not seem to disturb him. members of the committee are perhaps
NOCK &
supersensitive. Because we differ with
He was making one of his reverberat6ARSIDE ing speeches and "the floors of the them is in no sense a reflection upon
We accord
to you
Uanofaetoraee
halls of congress" echoed the sound of the committee.
proper energy and proper intelligence,
el
his mighty voice. The congressman
but we deny you absolute. Infinite wishad worked himself up to a tremenElectric,
Hydraulic.
dous pitch and finally
bellowed: dom."
Belt Power
"There is no power on earth that can
Secretary "Boarded" Dog.
Hand and Sidewalk
close my mouth!"
Then the entire
Miss lima Shaw, daughter of the
house of representatives, without reof the treasury, is a great
ELEVATORS gard to party, broke out into a tumul- secretary
tuous burst of delighted applause that dog fancier. She is at present abroad
puractually did close Gaines' mouth for with her mother and recently
1830 Wun St,
several minutes. "Applause long con- chased In Ixmdon a fine young bull
DE.YVEH, COLO.
tinued" wasn't a circumstance to It. terrier. She shipped it to WashingNo uuch mighty torrent of Indorsement ton and for a time tbe secretary had
had been heard at any time during the a woeful time looking after the animal. "Finally," he says, "I decided it
session.
1736-173-

There are two rlnsttca of remedies: those of known
and which are permanently beneficial In effect, acting-gently-,
in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance: and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily.
One of the most exceptional of
the remedies of known quality and excellence is the ever
pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are used to con
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten autl refresh and cleanse the system
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its active principles and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as well ns with
the favor of many millions of well informed persons who know
of their own personal knowledge ami from act mil experience
that it is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do not claim that
it will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of purchasers; those who are informed
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasons for the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United Stales be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
integrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
imitations of tho

sign his name as often
as Secretary Reynolds.
The fountain pens that Secretary
Reynolds has put out of business would
fill a large waste basket.
He uses up
three a day signing his mall, and
while they are mended and used again
eventually, their life 1b short and
strenuous and their period of usefulness btlef. He scorns the slow go!ng
"djp" pens.
Jimmy" Reynolds has been nsilst-an- t
secietary of the treasury for nearly 15 months.
In that time h has
signed his name a trifle more than
100,000 times.
He puts his name at
the bottom of 300 carefully scanned
documents or letters a day. Two messengers keep busy handling the papers.
"What they need In the treasury department," said Mr. Reynolds, recently, "Is a Chinese official whose sole
duty It shall be to sign all the mall.
I am thinking of broaching thifs subject. What a cinch a man would have
have signing letters whose name was
'Ah Sin.' He could get through 4.000
letters and warrants an hour, or about
30,000 a. day.
That would be worth
while. Then, too, there would be a

(

""SlSmT

The Laxative of
Known Qualityi

"Jimmy" Reynolds, of Boston, assistant secretary of the treasury, Is
the champion
signature
writer of the Roosevelt administration. He writes bis name oftener than
any other man In any of the government departments, and as his signature It of the fancifully strenuous
brand, he probably "slings more Ink"
affixing It to public documents
than
any other one "chief" In Washington.
Secretary Reynolds has beaten the
signature Blgnlng record of Uncle Joe
Cannon, who, as speaker of the he."
has to sign every bill that passes. He
has distanced Secretary Root, who has
a short name of nine letters. Secretary Taft, another of the short name
fellows, Isn't In the same class with
Mr. Reynolds.
Oven President Roiise-vlong-distan-

Enormous Expenditures
Necessary
That the Service Be Kept Up to
the Requirements of the
Preaei.t Day.

0

A
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Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Reynolds Kept Busy Affixing
Signature to Documents.

Champion Woman Ball Thrower.
Miss Margery Belle of the University of Chicago high school recently
threw a regulation baseball 204 feet 2
inches, which breaks the world's record for a throw by a woman by six
feet, two inches. The record was forcongress appropriated
merly held by a woman student at the Fifty-firs- t
500,000,000 & year for the expenses
Smith college. Miss Belle 1b the champion woman athlete In her school and of the government, there was g prothrows a ball like a man, with a full longed cry about the "Billion Dollar
sweep of the arm.
Congress."
Now Senator Penrose preA man always talks louder when h
knows he Is wrong than when he realises he is right.

g'

WRITES NAME OFTEN.

MILLIONS FOR MAILS

Bev-erldg- e,

these perpetual

machines

motion

that kin run the government fer you
six days out the week, an' no rest on
Sunday that's what you take me
fer!"
"Bill," said tbe other, "I've come
five miles and better to git my mail!"

"Well, ef I open up fer you all the
res' '11 want their'n, an' I've done notified the postmaster glnrul that It's my
week off; 'sides that, thar ain't ho
mail fer you 'cept a letter from a
lumber man sayin' that If you don't
pay up he'll sue, an' another from your
wife tellln' you to send her money. to
come home. So go 'long an' enjoy yer
honeymoon."
Atlanta Constitution.
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Bev-erld-

Make your boy's food tasty Mother for it has to do some big things.
It has to make flesh, blood, bone and muscle and supply boundless

1

Asthma Cured

Speedy relief and prinaneiit cure of Asthma and Bronchi lis Insured by Ksd Croat
ma Cura. Monai positively refunded If
hi 1,1.
For information call or adnet
-- 4.
90s Seventeenth
dress Multe
Street.
References uiveti.
Oenver. Oolo.

WANTED

YOUNG MEN

for the NAVY
ugvn 17 to
must be able bodied, of
good I'hurai ter and Amerieun cltlxena,
either native born or naturalized. Apply to Navy Recruiting Office, room II
I'loneer bulbllng. Oenveror room 411
I'oatoflli e building;, Pueblo. Colorado.
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HOWARD E. BURTON,
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would be cheaper

Bowie's Generous Constituent.
Congressmsn Bowie, of Alabama,
has a constituent worth having. One
day last week while Chairman Wads-wortof the committee on agriculture, was read-tasome letters he had
received In reference to the beef Investigation the Alabama
proman
duced and read the following:
"Dear
I note by the papers that a
Bowie:
member of the house of representatives has recently killed himself because of Inability to meet bis financial obligations. In order that you
may not meet the same fate 1 herewith hand you a check for ten dollars
and have the honor to Inform you
that tbere is another ten where this
rag came from if you really csed '.L"

to pay some one to

thing and
now I have agreed to pay $7.50 a week
for It until my daughter returns and
takes It off my hands."
take care

of

the blasted

Senator Known as Peacerr.akar.
Concerning the Junior senator from
Massachusetts a correspondent writes:
"Crane slips silently about with his
quiet mil" smoothing down difficulties and rubbing the fur on the
His motto is:
the right way.
'Blessed are the peacemakers,' and his
patron saint Is Henry Clay, who was
known In his day as the compromiser.'
What Crane leally ought to be Is chief
Justice of an International court or arbitration. There would be uo tlJ. iv
anl-lmal- H

Wkr."

the boy of today ia the man of tomorrow.
Don't injure him physically and mentally with
indigestible meats, pastries, rich puddings, etc., that
act as a drain on his nervous
energy.
But feed him plenty of

Energy. Remember,

iM
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STCitES
EVAPORATED CREAM

all there Is In wheat and he'll he your heart's Joy stronjr, healthy, brfebt, smart and quick at his studies.
You won't have to coax him to eat It cither. Mother, for its delicious rich flavor when eaten with cream
and sugar is Just what he craves most for.

11 Vl

keeps the blood cool and is the ideal summer food.

Egg-O-S- ee

FOfi THL

Give him some tomorrow "there won't be no leavin's."
Prepared under conditions of scrupulous cleanliness.
Every grocer in the country sells
the whole whest cereal. If your grocer has not received
till supply, mail us 10 cents and his name (IS cents wes; of the Rocky MountauuJ and we will send you
ana a copy ot tne nook, 'back to nature.
a package or auu-u-u-

iflw

TABLE
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Don't think that because St.
Charles Cream is the best infant
food, it is that only. It ia the
best cream for any purpose for
which cream or milk are used.
It is the natural milk unsweet-

FREE

to nature" book

"-ba-

ck

hook,
to natura,' outlines a plan of right living, including men f i for 7 days and recipes for preparing the necessary dishes, baaed on a
whole wheat diet, with suggestions for bathing, eating and exercise, ilrustraleO
By following the precepts,
from life, exceedingly simple and attractive.
abounding and vigorous health Is sure to result.
Published to sell st 25 cents copy, this handsomely Illustrated book will
be mailed FREE to anyone who writes, as long as this edition lasts. Addicts
Our

ened, unadulterated.
It will not
curdle either in digestion or in
That is why it agrees
cookery.
even with the most delicate stom-gcIts use is economical, too.
You take no chances when you
use bt. Charles Cream.

CEREAL COMPANY
Quiocy, Illinois)

EGG-O-SE- E

No. 10 First

h.

Street

Sold by btJi jroctrj
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